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VACUUM BELT CONVEYOR 

This invention relates to vacuum belt conveyors, and 
isa continuation-in-part of my application Ser. No. 
863,138 ?led Oct. 2, 1969, now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,608,895. 
According to the present invention the efficiency of 

the vacuum conveyor of the system for handling tile in 
such application is substantially improved by the provi 
sion of a vacuum plenum chamber having a'bottom 
wall in which a single central slot extends longitudinally 
thereof, and is ?anked by perforations in two rows. A 
novel continuous belt runs under and in contact with 
the smooth undersurface of the plenum chamber. Such 
belt consists of a base composed of ?ber reinforced 
rubber having a series of perforations which commu~ 
nicate with such slot and a sponge-rubber outer layer 
having a relatively large hole corresponding to each 
perforation in the belt, for vacuum gripping each ?at 
tile carried by the conveyor ?rmly, yet effectively, and 
without damage to the tile surface. At the same time, 
air leakage in the system is substantially reduced. 

In the drawing: 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary view and cross section of a 

vacuum conveyor belt illustrative of the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view of the belt. 
FIG. 3 is a similar view of the belt turned upside 

down. 
As shown in FIG. 1 a vacuum plenum chamber 10 

comprises a bottom panel 12 having a central longitu 
dinal slot 14 ?anked by a row of perforations 16 on 
each side thereof. Running under the smooth undersur 
face 18 of the panel 12 is the corresponding reach of a 
continuous belt 20. The base 22 of belt 20 is composed 
of fiber reinforced rubber. Such base 22 carries a layer 
24 of spongy matter such as closed-cell sponge rubber 
cemented thereto. The base 22 of the belt 20 is pro 
vided with a series of perforations 26 underlying the 
slot 14, and each perforation 22 is surrounded by a cor 
responding larger hole or recess28 in thelayer 24, 
there being one hole and recess for each tile 30. 
The base belt is perforated at equal intervals with 

5/ 16 inch holes and rides against the plenum which is 
reduced to a slot about one-fourth inch wide and con 
tinuous I over the area where vacuum support is 
required plus perforations to support the belt and ob 
ject. The top layer is perforated with large holes, 1% 
inch indiameter, and is laminated to the base belt by 
means of an adhesive. The large perforations are cen 
tered over the small holes in the base belt. The com 
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bination creates an endless series of suction cups where 
the sponge rubber provide the sealing medium between 
the object and the belt. The belt itself is held tight 
against the plenum as the leakage path has been in 
creased from the edgeof the belt to the slot. By having 
fewer holes in the belt the leakage between objects on 
the belt has been reduced. The holding force on the ob 
ject has been increased as it is directly proportional to 
the large hole in the top layer. The sponge rubber also 
conforms itself to any small irregularities that might af 
fect good sealing between object and belt and reduces 
leakage to a minimum. - 
The configurations of the cutouts on the layer can 

take any shape (circular-has been shown), the spacing 
of the holes, the size of the holes and the width, 
thickness and material of the belt can be varied at ran- ' 
do to s it an articular a lication. 
T e e icienbyg with whicgla vacuum belt can support 

?at objects depends on several factors as follows: 
1. Leakag‘e of air between the belt and the vacuum 

plenum. Y 

2. Leakage of air between the object supported and 
the belt. 

3. Leakage of air through the perforations in the 
spaces between objects being transported. 
The invention minimizesthe air leakage in cases 1 

and 2 above and reduces the leakage in case 3, as it can 
never be completely eliminated since the system has to 
operate occasionally even when there are no objects on 
the belt and all perforations'are open to the air. 
What is claimed is: ' ‘ 

1. An improved conveyor apparatus combination for 
handling an. article such as a floor tile including: a 
vacuum plenum chamber having a bottom wall pro 
vided with a single central slot extending longitudily 
thereof, being surrounded by several rows of perfora 
tions; a conveyor belt having perforations disposed at 
equal intervals located directly under such slot, being 
in contact with a smooth under surface of said plenum 
chamber, the improvement comprises providing said 
belt with a base material compound of ?ber reinforced 
rubber having a series of perforations about ?ve-six 
teenth inch in diameter, adapted to communicate with 
said slot; and a layer of closed cell spongy material 
laminated to the top of said belt on the outer surface 
thereof: said spongy material having holes concentric 
to those of said belt and about 1% inch in diameter; 
whereby the combination creates an endless series of 
suction cups, the top layer of which forms the sealing 
medium between a floor tile and said conveyor belt. 
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